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Abstract. In order to study the generation of (aerodynamic) sound in flue
instruments, we numerically apply Howe’s energy corollary for a 2D model of flue
instrument. Howe’s energy corollary enables us to estimate the energy transfer between
fluid flow and acoustic field. To implement it, separating the acoustic field from the
fluid flow is needed. However the complete method to numerically achieve it has not
been established yet. In this work, we develop an approximate method, which has been
recently proposed in their experimental studies by Yoshikawa et al (2012 J. Sound Vib.
331 2558-2577) and others, and we apply it to the simulation of the model instrument.
We first calculate fluid flow and acoustic oscillation simultaneously by a compressible
fluid solver. Next referring to the information on the acoustic oscillation obtained we
set up a pressure source on an acoustic solver and reproduce almost the same acoustic
oscillation with it. Combining those results, we are able to calculate Howe’s energy
corollary. The numerical result shows that the aerodynamic sound is generated from
the oscillating jet rather than the vortices shed by the collision of it with the edge of
the mouth opening, namely vortex shedding.
Keywords: Flue instrument, aerodynamic sound, Howe’s energy corollary, compressible
LES
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21. Introduction
The mechanism of sound generation from unsteady motion of fluid flow with non-zero
vorticities, i.e., aerodynamic sound, and that of sound absorption due to the interaction
with the fluid flow, have attracted many authors’ attention in the fields of fluid
dynamics, aeroacoustics and acoustics (Howe 1998), since Lighthill put an acoustically
analogous interpretation on the generation of aerodynamic sound, Lighthill’s acoustic
analogy (Lighthill 1952). However, it is not easy to handle Lighthill’s inhomogeneous
wave equation, because its quadrupole source generates not only acoustic oscillations
propagating to a far field but also pseudo-sound pressure (or fluid pressure) in a
near field. The vortex sound theory, which was first introduced by Powell and was
followed and developed by Howe (Powell 1964, Howe 1975), gives a physically interesting
explanation on the generation of aerodynamic sound, that is, it is created by unsteady
motion of vortices. However, acoustic oscillations are regarded as oscillations of stagnant
enthalpy instead of those of pressure or air density in Howe’s nonlinear wave equation,
which gives us trouble in real application.
Recently, Sinayoko et al introduced a filtering method to approximately separate
the acoustic particle velocity field from the whole compressible flow based on the
theoretical framework introduced by Goldstein and discussed the aerodynamic sound
generation for an axisymmetric jet flow (Sinayoko et al 2010, Goldstein 2003, Goldstein
2005). The underlying assumption of this method is the absence of feedback between
the hydrodynamic field and the acoustic field, and its application seems to be restricted
to the cases of free space and of simple boundaries. On the other hand, in the case of flue
instruments, the feedback from the acoustic field to the hydrodynamic field is essential
to achieve the synchronization between the driving jet and the acoustic resonance field
in the pipe. Flue instruments also have complex geometry (see figure 1). Therefore
their method is not applicable to the problem studied in this paper.
An alternative method was proposed by Howe, so-called Howe’s energy corollary,
in which the generation and absorption of aerodynamic sound are considered not in a
direct way but in an indirect way (Howe 1985). Indeed, Howe introduced the following
integral formula for a high Reynolds number, isentropic flow,
Π =
1
2
ρ0
∂
∂t
∫∫∫
V
v2 dV ≈ ρ0
∫∫∫
V
(ω × v) · u dV, (1)
where ρ0, v, ω and u denote air density at rest, fluid velocity (solenoidal velocity),
vorticity and acoustic particle velocity, respectively. This integral Π enables us to
estimate the change of the kinetic energy of the fluid field in the volume V due to
the interaction with the acoustic field. In other words, Howe’s integral Π indicates the
net sound absorption (or generation) in the volume V through the interaction with the
fluid field when it takes a positive (or negative) value.
It can be also assumed that the integrand Πker = ρ0(ω × v) · u gives the local
energy transfer between fluid and acoustic fields: if it takes a negative (or positive)
value, sound creation (or annihilation) occurs. For convenience in the estimation of
3acoustic energy, we hereafter use the integral with the opposite sign Πg = −Π and its
integrand Πgker = −Πker. In order to calculate Howe’s integral formula, it is necessary
to separate the acoustic field from the fluid field. Although the complete method to
achieve it has not been established yet, some approximate methods to calculate Howe’s
formula have recently been developed in experiments of cavity noise and flue instruments
by several authors (Bamberger 2005, Finnegan et al 2010, Yoshikawa et al 2012). The
idea of their methods can be applied to the numerical study of the aerodynamic sound
generation.
In this paper, we focus on the sounding mechanism of flue instruments, e.g.,
recorder, flute, organ pipe, etc., whose sound source is an edge tone created by
an oscillating jet being emitted from the flue, going across the mouth opening and
interacting with the edge at the opposite side (Fletcher and Rossing 1998, Fabre et al
2011). A characteristic of flue instruments is that it has a resonance pipe, which selects
frequency components fitted to the geometry of the resonator thereby making notes of
a clear pitch. When a stable oscillation is sustained, the jet oscillation is synchronized
with the acoustic oscillation owing to the interaction between them near the mouth
opening, which is the key to understanding the sounding mechanism. Therefore we
investigate the energy transfer between acoustic field and fluid flow near the mouth
opening by using Howe’s integral formula. In particular, we discuss which part of the
fluid flow, oscillating jet or vortices shed by the collision of the jet with the edge, mainly
contributes to the generation of sound and where the absorption of sound due to the
interaction with the fluid flow occurs.
2. Model system and numerical method
In the recent study (Miyamoto et al 2013), we have succeeded in numerically reproducing
the acoustic oscillations and fluid motions of 2D and 3D flue instrument models by using
compressible Large Eddy Simulation (LES) (Wagner et al 2007). Even the 2D model
captures basic properties of flue instruments, e.g. the relation between jet velocity and
sound frequency, but the 3D model is quantitatively better and in good agreement with
experimental results.
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d: the height of the flue channel : 1mm
L: the pipe length : 90mm
l: the width of the mouth aperture : 5mm
θ: the edge angle : 25°
θ e: the length of the flue channel : 3mm
h: the pipe hight : 10mm
Figure 1. Dimensions of 2D model.
In this paper, for the sake of ease in calculation, we use the same 2D model, whose
4geometry is shown in figure 1 (Miyamoto et al 2013). This model is a small closed pipe
instrument and is 90mm in length. Other parameters are indicated in the figure. The
sound pressure is observed at the point A at which it takes the maximum. The vertical
velocity of flow, which is synchronized with an acoustic particle velocity, is observed at
the point B at a distance of 1.0mm right from the flue exit and on the extension of the
center line of the flue. For numerical calculations we use a compressible LES solver in
the open source software OpenFOAM. The SGS (sub-grid-scale) model in LES is the
one equation eddy model. The pressure and temperature at rest are taken as p0 = 100
kPa and T0 = 300 K, respectively. In order to reproduce the high speed sound wave,
the time step of the numerical integration is taken small enough as ∆t = 10−7sec. For
details of the numerical conditions, e.g., numerical mesh, its boundary condition, etc.,
see Miyamoto et al (2013).
3. How to calculate Howe’s integral formula
Howe’s integral has been calculated by several authors in experiments of flue instruments
and of equipment which causes cavity noise (Bamberger 2005, Finnegan et al 2010,
Yoshikawa et al 2012). To do this, reproducing the acoustic field separated from the
fluid flow is needed. It is substantially impossible to set a loud speaker at the mouth
opening of a flue instrument, even though the aerodynamic sound is generated by the
oscillating jet. Thus, the loud speaker was put on the far end of the resonator in the
experiments of flue instruments (Bamberger 2005, Yoshikawa et al 2012). Actually, the
acoustic oscillation should be well sustained by a driving source at one of the ends of
the pipe independent of which side, the mouth opening or the far end, it is set on, and
the loud speaker set on the far end well reproduces acoustic resonance fields in the pipe
with sufficient accuracy. In this paper, we, for the sake of comparison, adopt the same
setting of the sound source to reproduce the acoustic resonance field in the pipe.
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Figure 2. Calculation of Howe’s energy corollary.
5In reference to their method, we propose a method to calculate Howe’s integral
in numerical simulation (figure 2). To do this, the acoustic oscillation in the pipe
is approximately reproduced by an acoustic solver including a sound source term,
Finite-Difference Time-Domain method of Second-Order-In-Time, Fourth-Order-In-
Space (FDTD(2,4)) (appendix A). Hereafter, FDTD implies FDTD(2,4). As will be
shown in section 4.1, the pressure oscillation in the pipe driven by the jet is well
reproduced by the simulation with the compressible LES solver. Near the far end of
the instrument, the fluid flow is negligibly small and the pressure oscillation observed at
the point A in figure 1 is regarded as an acoustic oscillation. Referring to the acoustic
pressure obtained, the sound source can be set up on the acoustic solver.
In this paper, we use a sinusoidal source with the same period as that of pressure
oscillation obtained by LES. Since the acoustic oscillation in the pipe is almost simple
harmonic motion as will be shown in section 4.1, thus for simplicity and clearness,
we choose the sinusoidal source instead of the source which involves high frequency
components referring to the acoustic oscillation at the point A obtained by LES.
Furthermore, the sinusoidal source was used in the experiments (Bamberger 2005,
Finnegan et al 2010, Yoshikawa et al 2012) so that using the sinusoidal source makes it
get easier to compare our results with the experimental results.
We set the sinusoidal source on the far end, such that it generates an acoustic
pressure oscillation with almost the same amplitude as (and in phase with) the
fundamental frequency component of the pressure fluctuation obtained by LES. In order
to minutely adjust the phase of the acoustic oscillation obtained by FDTD to that
obtained by LES, we match the phase of the vertical component of the acoustic particle
velocity at the point B in figure 1 with that of the flow velocity. This is because, when
one considers a model of an oscillating jet driven by a transversely directed acoustic
particle velocity, it is usually assumed that the vertical velocity of the jet oscillates in
phase with the acoustic particle velocity close to the flue exit owing to synchronization
between them (see section 16.2 in Fletcher and Rossing (1998)). The acoustic field
reproduced by FDTD does not coincide completely with the acoustic field disturbed by
the fluid flow, which is obtained by LES (Howe 1998). So it makes a phase shift at the
mouth opening between them. As pointed out by Yoshikawa et al (2012), the phase
adjustment was also done in their experiment and it is very important to evaluate Howe’s
energy corollary correctly. Therefore it is reasonable to require the phase adjustment
between the oscillating jet and the acoustic field.
The simulation with the compressible LES gives the whole velocity of the
compressible fluid v¯. The solenoidal velocity v is the incompressible (divergence-free)
component of v¯ and is further decomposed into the rotational flow vω obtained from
a vector potential A as vω = ∇ × A and the irrotational flow vs given by a scalar
potential φ satisfying Laplace’s equation ∇2φ = 0 as vs = ∇φ. On the other hand, the
compressible component of v¯ is obtained from a scalar potential ψ which is a particular
solution of the inhomogeneout Poisson equation, i.e., ∇2ψ = ∇ · v¯ = ∇ · (v¯ − v) 6= 0,
as u+ ∆un = ∇ψ, where u is the linear component, i.e., the acoustic particle velocity
6in a narrow sense, and ∆un is the remaining non-linear correction. Then, the whole
velocity v¯ is represented as v¯ = v+u+ ∆un. The vorticity ω is exactly obtained from
v¯ as ω = ∇× v = ∇× v¯ because of ∇×∇(φ+ ψ) = 0.
It is substantially impossible to remove ∆un from v¯. In this paper, we assume at
low Mach numbers that the contribution of the nonlinear correction ∆un is small and
use v¯ instead of v for calculating the integrand Πgker as follows:
ρ0(v¯ × ω) · u = Πgker + ρ0(∆un × ω) · u, (2)
where we make use of (u × ω) · u = 0. Then it includes some (probably small) errors
caused by the non-linear term (∆un ×ω) · u, even if the acoustic particle velocity u is
exactly obtained. So, we can calculate Howe’s integral Πg combining the fluid data by
LES with the acoustic data by the acoustic solver. Comparing Howe’s integral obtained
numerically with experimental results, we consider how the energy transfer between
sound and fluid occurs in the area of the mouth opening.
4. Numerical results
4.1. Results of simulation with the compressible LES
In this subsection, we discuss the results of the simulation of the instrument driven by
the jet injection with the compressible LES.
Figure 3. Snapshots of spatial distributions of velocity and pressure. (a) Velocity.
(b) Pressure.
Figure 3 (a) and (b) show the snapshots of spatial distributions of velocity and
pressure, respectively, when a stable oscillation is sustained in the pipe at the jet
velocity V = 12m/s, where Reynolds number of characteristic length l = 5 × 10−3m
is 4000 and Mach number is 0.035 at the speed of sound c0 = 345m/s. In the velocity
distribution, it is found that the jet oscillates with larger amplitudes and rolled up
vortices are created at the edge. The oscillating jet and vortices shed at the edge take
large positive and negative values in vorticity. Hence, it is expected that the generation
and/or absorption of acoustic energy occur in those places owing to the interaction
between acoustic field and fluid flow. As shown in the pressure distribution, a strong
acoustic field is sustained in the pipe and sound emitted from the mouth opening toward
the outside is also observed. It is also found in figure 4 that the pressure fluctuation
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Figure 4. Snapshots of pressure fluctuations along the center line of the pipe at
representative phases (top: 0.03584sec, center: 0.03626sec, bottom: 0.03648sec). The
solid lines are of the pressure fluctuations obtained by LES and broken lines are of
those by FDTD.
from the mean pressure p− p0 along the center line of the pipe is really regarded as an
acoustic standing wave in the right 2/3 part of the pipe, but it is somewhat deformed
near the mouth opening owing to the disturbance of the fluid flow.
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Figure 5. (a) Time evolution of the pressure fluctuation at the point A in figure 1.
(b) Power spectrum obtained from the data in the range (0.01 ≤ t ≤ 0.05sec).
Figure 5 (a) and (b) show the time evolution of the pressure fluctuation p − p0 at
the observation point A and its power spectrum, respectively. It oscillates periodically
and has a clear pitch with its fundamental frequency at 830Hz. Its amplitude around
100 ∼ 200Pa is in the physically acceptable range compared with the experimental
data (Miyamoto et al 2013, Fabre et al 2011). As shown in figure 5 (b), the peak
of the first over tone at 2,441Hz is 20dB lower than that of the fundamental, so that
the acoustic field reproduced by the sinusoidal source includes errors around 10%. As
shown in the recent study (Miyamoto et al 2013), the compressible flow simulation with
LES well reproduces the basic feature of flue instruments, i.e., the relation between the
acoustic frequency and the jet velocity (Fletcher and Rossing 1998): the edge-tone-like
oscillations in the low jet velocity range, namely the frequency is proportional to the
jet velocity, the oscillations locking to the fundamental acoustic mode of the pipe in the
8middle range, and the transition to the second acoustic mode in the high range.
It is safe to say that the 2D model is enough to study the basic sounding mechanism
of flue instruments.
4.2. Results of the simulation with the acoustic solver
In order to reproduce the pressure oscillation, we set the acoustic pressure source with
the amplitude of 100Pa and the frequency of 830Hz at the far end (for further details of
numerical conditions of FDTD, see appendix A). The broken lines in figure 4 indicate
pressure waves obtained by FDTD along the center line of the pipe at representative
phases. The wave form obtained by FDTD is very similar to that obtained by LES in
the right 2/3 part of the pipe, where the pressure fluctuation given by LES behaves as
an acoustic wave.
In figure 6, we compare the vertical component of the acoustic particle velocity
uy (after the phase adjustment) obtained by FDTD with that of the fluid velocity
v¯y obtained by LES at the point B. Note that the adjustment of the phase of uy
to that of v¯y is not so large: 0.2pi in radian. The amplitude of uy is less than
0.45m/s, which is reasonable in magnitude, because it almost satisfies the relation for
acoustic waves, ρc0l/h × max{|uy|} = max{|p − p0|}, where the pressure amplitude
is max{|p − p0|} = 100Pa, the air density is ρ = 1.2kg/m3, the speed of sound is
c0 ≈ 345m/s and the ratio of cross lengths is l/h = 0.5. On the other hand, though its
amplitude fairly undulates, v¯y is almost periodic and is in the range −0.8 < v¯y < 2.3m/s.
Then, v¯y takes larger values than uy, because it involves the vertical component of the
jet oscillation. However, uy is non-negligible in magnitude compared with v¯y. If uy is
out of phase with v¯y by a non-negligible amount, v¯y should be apparently deformed,
because v¯y includes uy. Practically the oscillation of v¯y is rather similar to a harmonic
one, which means that uy oscillates in phase with v¯y. This is another numerical evidence
for the synchronization.
Note that the average of v¯y is around 0.7m/s, which means that an upward uniform
flow exists owing to the jet injection to the pipe, but it is a purely fluid flow and must
not be included in the acoustic particle velocity u.
4.3. Spatial distribution of the integrand Πgker
Before going to see the numerical results on Howe’s energy corollary, let us consider
the case that Howe’s energy corollary is applied to a straight jet. As schematically
shown in figure 7, the vorticity takes positive and negative values at the upper and
lower sides of the jet so that the vector ω×v looks upward and downward, respectively.
Therefore, when a weak acoustic particle velocity u is applied in the upward direction,
Howe’s integrand Πker(= −Πgker) takes positive values at the upper side, namely
absorption of acoustic energy, and takes negative values at the lower, that is, generation
of acoustic energy. When the acoustic particle velocity turns downward, the opposite
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Figure 6. Comparison of the acoustic particle velocity obtained by FDTD with the
fluid velocity obtained by LES at the point B. The solid line and dotted line indicate
the vertical component of the fluid velocity v¯y and that of the acoustic velocity uy
after the phase adjustment, respectively.
occurs. Therefore, Howe’s integral Π (= −Πg) takes zero for the straight jet, due to the
symmetry. However, it can take non-zero values for a wavy jet.
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Figure 7. Schematic picture of Howe’s energy corollary for a straight jet.
Figure 8 shows spatial distributions of Howe’s integrand Πgker obtained numerically
near the mouth opening together with the acoustic particle velocity u indicated by
arrows. As shown in figure 8 (a), Πgker takes positive values and negative values at the
upper and lower sides of the jet, when the arrows of u look upward. It is expected due
to symmetry breaking that Howe’s integral over this area takes a non-zero value. In
particular, the jet is apparently bent in a neighborhood of the edge, where |u| takes
large values, so that Πgker should have large values in magnitude. As will be shown in
the next subsection, the integral Πg over the region (2) in figure 9, i.e., the right half
of the jet, takes the local maximum value (a positive value) in the oscillation period
at this moment, and the energy transfer from the fluid flow to the acoustic field arises.
When the acoustic particle velocity turns downward, the opposite distribution of Πgker
along the jet is observed as shown in figure 8 (b). At this moment, Πg over the region
(2) takes the local minimum value and the energy transfer is very small.
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Figure 8. Spatial distributions of Howe’s integrand Πgker near the mouth opening
together with the acoustic particle velocity u indicated by arrows. Bigger arrows stand
for larger absolute values in velocity. (a) Πgker and u when Howe’s integral Πg over
the region (2) in figure 9 takes the local maximum value in the oscillation period. (b)
Πgker and u when Πg over the region (2) takes the local minimum value.
(1) (2)
(3)
(4)
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5mm2.5mm
Figure 9. Division of integration region of Πgker.
4.4. Evaluation of the integral Πg
To investigate which part of the fluid flow majorly contributes to the generation and/or
absorption of acoustic energy, we divide the integration area of Πgker into four regions
as shown in figure 9. Figure 10 shows the time evolution of the integrated value Πg in
each integration region together with that of the total Πg over the regions (1) to (4) in
the time interval 0.025 ≤ t ≤ 0.05sec, in which the stable oscillations are observed for
the jet motion and for the acoustic particle velocity.
In the region (2), i.e., the right half of the jet, the integrated value Πg has the
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Figure 10. Time evolution of Πg by region in the time interval 0.025 ≤ t ≤ 0.05sec.
The labels (1)-(4) indicate the integration regions in figure 9, respectively. The label
(5) is the total Πg over the whole region.
largest oscillation and almost takes positive values in the time evolution so that it
mainly contributes to the generation of acoustic energy. Actually, the jet oscillates
with large amplitudes in the region (2) compared with that in the region (1). Such an
oscillation of large amplitudes should make the major contribution to the generation of
acoustic energy. Figure 8 (a) shows the spatial distribution of Πgker at t = 0.03008sec,
when the integral Πg over the region (2) takes the local maximum. The jet almost in a
level position is suffering a strong upward acoustic particle velocity. Figure 8 (b) shows
Πgker at t = 0.03049sec, when the integral Πg is at the local minimum. The jet is in
an upper position with a weak downward acoustic particle velocity. Such behavior of
Πgker with change of the jet motion and with switching of the acoustic field is in good
agreement with those observed in the experiment (Yoshikawa et al 2012). Further, the
12
Table 1. Sound energy generation
region 1 2 3 4 total
Ea [mW/m] -1.5 42.2 2.2 -4.9 38.0
largest oscillation of Πg is also observed in the region (2) in the experiment. Note that
because of the experimental restriction, the fluid flow in the region (3) was not observed,
and the data in the region (4) was not discussed enough by Yoshikawa et al (2012).
In the region (4), i.e., upper-right region over the edge, Πg has the second largest
oscillation and seems to contribute to the absorption of acoustic energy. This acoustic
energy absorption was theoretically predicted in section 6.3.6 of Howe (1998) by using
the energy corollary based on the 2D flow approximation combined with the Kutta
condition at the edge. That is, when the transversely oscillating jet has passed by
the edge, the acoustic volume flux induces additional vortex shedding from the edge.
The kinetic energy of this shed vorticity is derived from the acoustic energy and the
nonlinear transfer of energy from the acoustic field to the fluid field. We consider that
the absorption of the acoustic energy overcomes the generation of the acoustic energy
owing to the interaction of vortices with the solid edge. However, the detail underlying
mechanism and deep physical meaning of this phenomenon are still unclear, because
Howe (1998) explained it with the theoretically simplified model. So exploring this
problem is a future issue. In the regions (1) and (3), i.e., the left half of the jet and
lower-right region under the edge, the oscillations of Πg are small compared with those
in the regions (2) and (4) and their contributions to the generation and/or absorption
of acoustic energy are small. Note that even though the oscillations in the regions (1),
(3) and (4) are relatively small compared with that in the region (2), they seem not to
be comparable with the error, because their oscillating periods are almost the same as
that of the acoustic oscillation, and they change reflecting the local behavior of the jet
and the acoustic oscillation in the individual areas.
The oscillation of the total Πg in figure 10 (5) is similar to that in the region (2).
It means that the major contribution comes from the region (2) and the region (4) is
secondary dominant. The positive energy transfer from the fluid to the acoustic field
occurs in the most part of each time period, reflecting the change of the acoustic particle
velocity and jet motion.
To clarify the mean energy transfer over time from the fluid field to the acoustic
field and vice versa, we introduce the time average of Πg in each region,
Ea =
1
t2 − t1
∫ t2
t1
Πg(t) dt. (3)
The values of Ea in individual regions and in the whole region are shown in Table
1, where t1 and t2 are taken at t1 = 0.025sec and t2 = 0.05sec, respectively.
As expected in the above discussion, the region (2) makes the major contribution to
the sound generation and the region (4) contributes to the major sound absorption. In
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the region (1), an absorption of acoustic energy occurs. This is probably because a part
of acoustic energy is consumed for forcing the jet to be synchronized with the acoustic
oscillation. In the region (3), a part of the jet injected into the pipe seems to cause
the acoustic energy. As a result, the sum of contribution from all the regions takes a
positive value. It means that the energy transfer from the fluid to the sound overcomes
the inverse process, namely the sound is generated. Note that the unit of Πg and Ea is
Watt/meter([W/m]) instead of Watt([W]), because for the 2D model, we always assume
the unit length, i.e.,1m, for the virtual width of the instrument in z-direction.
It is worthwhile to quantitatively compare the numerical results with the
experimental results in Yoshikawa et al (2012), in which the essentially same method was
used for calculating Howe’s integral, and with the theoretical estimation of the radiation
power from the acoustic field in the pipe. The dimensions of the organ pipe with an
open end used by Yoshikawa et al (2012) are as follows: the pipe length L = 0.793m, the
pipe inner diameter 2a = 43.6 × 10−3m, the width of mouth aperture l = 8.8 × 10−3m
and the height of the flue channel d = 0.75× 10−3m. The fundamental frequency of the
pipe is 197Hz. The velocity of the jet driving the pipe V is a little less than 10m/s and
the vertical component of acoustic particle velocity generated by a loud speaker-horn
system attached at the far end takes values in the range |uy| < 0.5m/s at the mouth
middle. Howe’s integral Πg takes values almost in the range −100 < Πg < 300mW/m.
The dimensions of our model are quite different from those of the organ pipe, but V and
uy of the numerical calculation, V = 10m/s and |uy| < 0.45m/s, take almost the same
values as those of the experiment, respectively. Howe’s integral Πg numerically obtained
is in the range −25 < Πg < 150mW/m as shown in figure.10 (5). Then, the maximum
value of Πg of the experiment is almost two times larger than that of the numerical
calculation. The difference mainly comes from the difference of the width of the mouth
aperture l, because the contributing part of the jet is proportional to l: l = 5× 10−3m
(numerical model), l = 8.8× 10−3m (organ pipe). Therefore, our numerical calculations
are in quantitatively good agreement with those of the experiment.
As discussed in detail in appendix B, the acoustic radiation power from the pipe
estimated theoretically, i.e., output power, is the same order as the time average of
Howe’s integral Ea, i.e., input power, but there is a non-negligible difference between
them. We can expect several reasons for this difference, for example, energy loss in
the pipe attributable to viscosity and heat conduction, incompleteness of the acoustic
oscillation in the pipe reproduced by the sinusoidal source at the far end, effect of the
nonlinear correction ∆un in equation (2) and some other causes. Further, Howe’s energy
corollary may leave something to be desired. The detailed study of this issue together
with the study on a 3D model is postponed to a future work. At present, it is safe to
say that Howe’s integral Πg obtained numerically is useful for estimating (at least, the
order of) the local energy transfer caused by the interaction between the fluid field and
the acoustic field in a hydrodynamically active area.
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5. Summary and discussion
In this paper, according to Howe’s energy corollary, we have introduced the numerical
method which allows us to estimate the energy transfer between sound and fluid, and
have applied it for the numerical study on the 2D model of flue instruments to pursue the
sounding mechanism in terms of aerodynamic sound theory. As a result, we have found
that the major contribution to the generation of aerodynamic sound comes from the
oscillation of the jet, and the vortices shed by the collision of it with the edge contribute
to the absorption of sound rather than the generation. More precisely speaking, the
aerodynamic sound is mainly generated in the latter half part of the jet close to the
edge, and changes again into the fluid in the upper-behind area over the edge owing to
the interaction with the vortices shed at the edge.
This result qualitatively agrees with Howe’s theoretical prediction given in section
6.3 of Howe (1998). However, Howe introduced his conclusion by using the combination
of a lot of theoretical tools: the incompressible 2D flow approximation on a local acoustic
field passing through the mouth opening, the application of Rayleigh’s impedance to
the oscillating jet, the electric circuit approximation on acoustic resonance of the pipe,
the evaluation of vortex shedding with complex potential theory together with the
Kutta condition and Howe’s energy corollary. Therefore, it should be confirmed by
experimental and numerical studies. The fact that the aerodynamic sound is mainly
generated in the latter half part of the jet close to the edge was confirmed by Yoshikawa
et al (2012) in the experiment in which Howe’s energy corollary is calculated with almost
the same method we have used in this paper. Therefore, our result qualitatively and
quantitatively in the sense of the discussion in section 4.4 provides a numerical evidence
to the theoretical prediction and the experimental results.
For the future work, we have a plan of study on 3D model. Actually, as discussed
in Miyamoto et al (2013), not only the properties of the fluid but also those of the
acoustics are considerably different between 2D and 3D systems, e.g. the properties
of 3D system rather stabilize the oscillations of the instrument. Therefore the 3D
simulation enables us to pursue details of the mechanism of sound generation and
absorption in flue instruments, and to clarify the points to be improved in our method to
get more complete results. It is also important to investigate how the method introduced
in this paper or an improved one is applied to other problems on the aerodynamic sound,
e.g, cavity noise.
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Appendix A. FDTD(2,4)
The idea of Finite-Difference Time-Domain method is to simply discretize, both in time
and in space, a (linear) partial differential equation under consideration with central
difference approximations. We use a solver of second order in time and of fourth order
in space, FDTD(2,4). The mesh consists of a square lattice with the interval of 0.1mm.
The time step of the numerical integration is taken as ∆t = 10−7sec. The speed of
sound is taken as c0 = 345.1327424m/s. The first order absorbing boundary condition
is employed to actualize a sound transmissive wall at the border of the mesh (Mur 1998),
though the solid wall condition is used for the wall of the instrument. The sinusoidal
pressure source with the amplitude of 100Pa and the frequency of 830Hz is set at the
far end wall of the instrument.
Appendix B. Estimation of acoustic radiation power from the pipe
Here we estimate the acoustic radiation power from the acoustic field in the pipe. The
acoustic energy flux is given by Eap =
p2a
2ρc0
, where pa, ρ and c0 are the amplitude
of acoustic pressure, the air density and the speed of sound, respectively. Then the
acoustic energy flux passing through the 2D pipe of the height h is obtained as Eaph. The
standing wave in the pipe is decomposed into the incoming and outgoing components,
and the relation paI = paO is satisfied, where paI and paO denote the pressure amplitudes
of the incoming and outgoing waves, respectively. The incoming wave is decomposed
into the reflected wave at the mouth opening and the component generated by the sound
source. The amplitude of the reflected wave paR is related with paO as
p2aR
2ρc0
= R
p2aO
2ρc0
,
where R is the reflectance. The energy flux of the radiating sound wave is estimated as
EaR = h
(
p2aO
2ρc0
− p
2
aR
2ρc0
)
= (1−R)h p
2
a
8ρc0
, (B.1)
where we make use of the relation pa = paI + paO = 2paO. Taking into account other
energy losses, the power of the 2D sound source Ea should be larger than EaR.
The reflectance of the 2D flanged pipe R takes the value of 0.86 at the frequency
f = 830Hz (Miyamoto et al 2013). Substituting the value of R together with
pa = 100 ∼ 200Pa, ρ = 1.2kg/m3 and c0 = 345m/s into equation (B.1) gives
EaR = 4.2 ∼ 16.9mW/m. Therefore Ea numerically obtained (Ea ≈ 38mW/m) is
almost from 2 to 9 times larger than EaR.
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